
DVD/VIDEO
Title Last Catagory Synopsis

A Path Appears Kristof &WuDunn DVD A documentary series addressing the roots of gender inequality, impact of poverty and the ripple effedcts 
that follow: sex trafficking, teen prenancy, gender-based violence, child slavery and the effective solutions 
being forged to combat them  as seen across the U.S., Haiti, Colombia, and Kenya.

American Southwest: Are We Running Dry? Thebaut DVD A definitive look at how the water crisis affects the American Southwest States.

Another Side of Peace Frick, et al DVD Story of the creation of Parents Circle, a support group for bereaved Israeli and Palestinian families who 
have lost children in the conflict.

Awakening Universe Rogin DVD A liberating new cosmology for our time.  Based on "The Universe Story" by Thomas Berry and Brian 
Swimme. 15 min. www.awakeninguniverse.com

Bait and Switch DVD The terror & tragedy of child prostitution. 20 min

Baraka DVD Baraka is a visualization of the interconnectedness humans share with the earth.

Born Into Brothels Kauffman, et al DVD A portrait of children who live in Calcutta's red light district whose mothers live as prostitutes.  A 
photographer who is documenting life there decides to teach them to use the camera.

Branded DVD 50 minutes
Interviews with prosecutors, advocates, detectives, pimps and formerly prostituted women and girls;
the gruesome sides of prostitution + an analysis of what we must do to truly change the systems of 
oppression in place.

Buyer Be Fair; the Promise of Product Certification DVD This film looks at two major trade goods--timber and coffee--to find out how product certification works 
and whether it helps the world's poor and its lands.

Camden 28 Giacchino DVD Chronicles a group of non-violent activists protesting the Vietnam War in Camden, New Jersey.  They 
break into a local draft board office and destroy records.  They are infiltrated and arrested by the FBI. 83 
minutes.

Chosen DVD A comprehensive video resource  " ...to equip teens to recognize the warning signs of sex trafficking to 
protect themeselves and their peers from being recruited for sex trafficking."

Climate Change - The Gathering Storm - Part II DVD 74 min.
Coastal Erosion; Mountain Drought; Flooding Rivers; Dripping Irrigation

Climate Change Presentation Kit DVD Slide presentation. Can be run on Powerpoint.

Columbia River Watershed Catholic Bishops of the C Video Based on the bishops letter on caring for creation and the comon good

Coming to Say Goodbye DVD Stories of AIDS in Africa, learn how African women are responding. 27 min.

Coming to Say Goodbye: Stories of AIDS in Africa Maryknoll Productions Video Documentary: Collection of stories about courageous people in Kenya & Tanzania

VHS and DVD

Concept of Islam Fayed DVD A direct approach to understanding Islam. 102 min. Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world, yet it 
is misunderstood by many. This documentary walks you through the core concepts every Muslim must 
believe in.
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Congo:  The Road to Recovery DVD 12 min.

Consecration of Bavi Edna Rivera DVD Highlights of the ceremony

Conviction Truelson Fox DVD Documentary about three Dominican Sisters who were jailed after a non-violent action against nuclear 
weapons.

Cosmic Voyage Silleck DVD Explore the universe from its tiniest particle to its greatest expanse. Narrated by Morgan Freeman. 36 min.

Creation Video All 6 episodes.
Deacon Pedro Guevara -Mann and Sr. Damien Marie Savino, FSE search for the answer through God's 
revelation in creation and the teachings of the Catholic Church.
Included: 2 DVDs & Study Guide

Creation Story Beckman, Betsey and Frie Video The Creation Story danced and spoken by Betsey and friends.

Crime of Human Trafficking: A Law Enforcement 
Guide to Identification and Investigations

DVD 30 min. training video about sex trafficking in the US. Video and accompanying guidebook are available 
free

Dancing with Monks and Mystics DVD 12 prayerful dances  useful in a variety of ways, particularly with the book "Praying with Monks and 
Mystics". Choreography & instruction provided by Betsey Beckman.

Dancing Word - Miriam and Mary Beckman Video a unique hybrid of storytelling and dance; two of the Bible's most important women made powerfully 
present with an expressive artistry to charge the imagination, soften the heart, and fire the soul with love.

Dancing Word: Miriam and Mary Beckman, Betsey DVD A unique hybrid of storytelling and liturgical dance.

Darfur Diaries Shapiro DVD Honest look into the current tragedy in Darfur telling the stories of individual Darfurians.

Dark Side of Chocolate Mistrati & Romano DVD Behind that headline are the faces of a million children employed in
dangerous and abusive conditions
in the West African cocoa farming
sector. An estimated 200,000 to
800,000 children are trafficked
there each year.

Daughters and Sons; Preventing Child Trafficking in 
the Golden Triangle

Feinbloom DVD Documentary about the efforts of human rights activist and Ashoka Fellow, Sompop Jantraka, to combat 
child sex slavery.

Day My God Died Andrew Levine Productio DVD Human Trafficking/Sex Trade

De Nadie DVD Experience border crossing from South & Central America

Dead Man Walking Robbins DVD Story of Sister Helen Prejean's spiritual journey with a death row inmate.

Demand DVD Two programs on one disc regarding sex trafficking.
Study Guide materials on CD "Stop the Demand Human Trafficking Materials"

Dirt! The Movie DVD Dirt! takes you inside the wonders of the soil, Earth’s most valuable and underappreciated source of 
fertility--from its miraculous beginning to
its crippling degradation, and the emerging appreciation of beauty, power and wisdom of dirt, and the
mutually bene!cial relationship we can have with soil. 80 minutes
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Discover Islam Documentary Films Quadir DVD This special edition package contains the six Discover Islam Documentary Films: African Americans and 
Islam; Christians and Islam; An American Faith; Islam: A Faith Hijacked; Islam: Faith and Hisotory; and 
Women in Islam.

Divided We Fall DVD An award-winning documentary that follows the journey of a 20-year-old college student when she set 
out across America in the aftermath of 9/11 to document hate violence against her Sikh community.
90 min

Documented Vargas DVD In 2011, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jose Antonio Vargas outed himself as an undocumented 
immigrant in the New York Times Magazine. The film "Documented" chronicles his journey.

Dominican West Chapter, 2007 DVD Specific Project

Dreams Die Hard DVD Subtitle: Survivors of Slavery in America Tell Their Stories.  Includes a study guide.

Dying to Leave PBS Video PBS documentary on trafficking. Note: starts 50 seconds into tape

Dying to Live DVD A profound look at the human face of the migrant. It explores who these people are, why they leave their 
homes and what they face in their journey. It is a reflection on the human struggle for a more dignified 
life and the search to find God in the midst of it all.

Economics of Happiness Norberg-Hodge, Gorelick 
& Page

DVD Reveals how globalization is accelerating climate change, destroying jobs, fraying the fabric of our 
communities, and adding to the stress of modern life.  Shows these trends can be reversed.

End of Poverty - Economic Possibilities  for Our Time Sachs DVD A landmark exploration of the roots of economic prosperity and the escape from extreme poverty for the 
world's poorest citizens.

Everybody's Children DVD Subtitle: A year in the life of two teenage refugees

Eye In The Sky Mirren DVD British Colonel Katherine Powell is the commander of an international mission to capture lethal terrorists 
in Kenya. But when Powell finds out the terrorists are planning a suicide bombing, the mission changes 
from "capture" to "kill".  American drone pilots are brought in, but when a 9-year-old girl is seen onsite, 
American ilot Steve Watts has a crisis of conscience, leading to an international dispute.

Faithful Citizenship; A Matter of Conscience USCCB DVD Three 10-minute segments show how everyone can faithfully participate in the political process.  The 
segments are: english for adults, Spanish for adults, and English for teens.

Fields of Mudan DVD FSU Graduate Film Conservatory. A frightened, young Asian girl is forced into modern day slavery by a 
brutal child brothel owner; she finds sympathy, compassion and friendship in Faye, another brothel girl, 
but the bonds of friendship can't stop the bleak future awaiting them as the time of their innocence runs 
out.

First Grader Chadwick DVD Based on a true story, this is the story of a Kenyan man in his eighties who wishes to learn to read, so asks 
for a chance for education in competition with the children of his small village.

Flow: How Did A Handful of Corporations Steal Our 
Water?

Irena DVD Documentary investigation into The World Water Crisis. It builds a case against privatization of the 
world’s dwindling fresh water supply with a focus on politics, pollution, human rights, and the emergence 
of a domineering world water cartel. Flow also shows the people and institutions providing practical 
solutions to the water crisis, including new technologies. 84 min.

Flu Factories Greger, MD DVD Tracing the origins of the swine flu pandemic

Fonkoze USA Fonkoze: The Organized P Video
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Food Chains DVD Powerful and shocking expose about who feeds our country.

For Poor and Rich Alike: Understanding Globalizatio Miller, Amata IHM Video Network

For the Next 7 Generations; 13 Indigenous 
Grandmothers Weaving a World That Works

Hart DVD The story of thirteen indigenous Grandmothers who, In 2004, came together at a historic gathering where 
they decided to form an alliance.  This is their story. Running Time: 85 minutes.

Freedom & Beyond Ashram DVD Exploration of what it takes to rescue child slaves, help them take back their lives, and how slavery can be 
stopped at its source.  Includes a booklet of background notes

Fresh Ana Sofia DVD FRESH celebrates the farmers, thinkers and business people across America who are re-inventing our food 
system. Each has witnessed the rapid transformation of our agriculture into an industrial model, and 
confronted the consequences: food contamination, environmental pollution, depletion of natural 
resources, and morbid obesity. Forging healthier, sustainable alternatives, they offer a practical vision for 
a future of our food and our planet.

Fresh - New Thinking About What We're Eating Joanes DVD Talking about solutions to the consequences of consolidation

Fridays at the Farm Hoffmann DVD Still photographs of an organic farming process, this film contains 20,00 images featuring time-lapse and 
macro photography sequences.

Future of Christianity;
A Startling New Vision of Hope for the 21st Century

Keating & Ken Wilber DVD An interpretive vision of hope for the future of the world's largest religion as one of the most powerful 
conveyor belts of human development at a time when it is so badly needed.

Gasland: Can You Light Your Water on Fire? Fox DVD 106 mins. Documents filmmaker Josh Fox's cross-country odyssey to find out if the controversial process 
of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is safe. Traveling across 24 states to interview families, EPA 
whistleblowers, congressmen and scientists, Josh learns of things gone horribly wrong, from illness to hair 
loss to flammable water.

Genetic Takeover National Film Board of Ca Video Documentary: Casts a sober look at food crops, safety, and industrial giants…

Global Brain Russell DVD

Global Climate Chang and the Praxis Cycle Earth Council of the 
Dominican Sisters

DVD This DVD guides you through a reflection on climate change from the perspectives of experience, social 
analysis, and theological reflection, and concludes with action planning. An online study guide is available.

Global Oneness Project DVD Twelve short films, subtitled in English, French, German and Spanish, which tell the story of what it means 
to live our greater human potential in an increasingly interconnected world.

Global Partnerships DVD About expanding opportunity for people living in poverty.

Grace on the Margins: The Musical DVD Searching for meaning as a woman in the church and confronted with the challenges of a people and 
planet in peril, Grace's cries for help are answered by Hildegard of Bingen, Joan of Arc, Sojourner Truth 
and Our lady of Guadalupe, who lead her on a journey of the heart ot experience Grace on the Margins.

Great Turning Korten DVD Presentation by David Korten about the choice of models that we have in organizing human affairs: 
Empire which organizes by domination or Earth Community which organizes by partnership.

Green is the New Red, White & Blue Friedman DVD NY Times Columnist Thomas Friedman travels the globe to unravel the web of energy consumption. Learn 
why it makes good business sense to go green. 65 min.

Grounds for Action Jubilee Economic Ministri Video The story of the Maya Vinic fair trade coffee from Chiapas, Mexico

Harvest (la cosecha) Romano DVD The story of children who work in the fields, migrating to harvest produce
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Heritage College Ross Video

Honoring Human Dignity and the Common Good - A 
Woodstock Theological Center Forum on 

DVD Exploration of answers to questions:  Why do people migrate?  What do they seek?  How does the 
Catholic tradition understand their needs, and how are believers called to respond?

Hope Will Win Over Fear: the World Social Forums Hernandez DVD Exploration of the various meanings of the World Social Forum as an event and process as well as its 
historical importance coming out of 500 years of colonialism, developmentalism and neoliberalism.

Human Trafficking DVD Fiction miniseries about a group of women enslaved by a sex trafficking ring. 180 min.

Humanity Ascending…a new way through together Marx Hubbard DVD Part 1 in a series speaking to our ability to integrate newly emergent scientific, social, and spiritual 
capacities to transform and move beyond our current crises to a better future.

Hurricane Katrina - The Storm that Drowned a City DVD As seen on NOVA PBS; presents astonishing storm footage, suspenseful eyewitness testimony, and a 
penetrating analysis of what went wrong; stories of top engineers, hurricane experts, and emergency 
officials. 56 min.

I Am Because We Are DVD Exploration of the lives of children who have been orphaned by AIDS, narrated by Madonna. Included are 
insights by leading experts.

I am Therefore: Discovering Christ in the Poor Food for the Poor Video Pilgrimage to the poor of Haiti, Jamaica, Caribbean, etc.

I Just Keep Quiet: Voices of Human Trafficking Mercouffer DVD Documentary on human trafficking. 20 min.

Immersed in God's Creation: Catherine of Siena DVD A spiritual journey that reconnects viewers to the earth through contemplation, meditation and dialogue. 
Presented by The Earth Council of the Dominican congregations in the Northeast, USA

Immigrant Children Princeton & Brookings DVD Seeks to translate high-level research into information that is useful to policy makers, practitioners, a
nd the media

In Debt We Trust Schechter DVD Inspired by Robert Manning's book, Credit Card Nation, this film showcases Manning's insights about the 
impact of credit on young people and our society. 98 min.

In God's Time DVD Presentation from the Washington State Catholic Conference

Inconvenient Truth Bender; David DVD Al Gore's documentary on the environment: the dangers present and solutions to the problems.

Inequality for All Reich DVD
"The film is an intimate portrait of a man whose lifelong goal remains protecting those who are unable to 
protect themselves." He "… explains how the massive consolidati8on of wealth by a precious few 
threatens the viability of the American workforce and  the foundation of democracy itself."

Integral Operating System Wilber DVD Introduction to Integral theory and practice. Includes booklet and 2 DVDs

Integral Philosophy McIntosh& Michael 
Zimmerman

DVD Two-disc DVD set: DVD 1 is Foundations of Integral Philosophy. DVD 2 is A Conversation on Evolution--
Progress, Causation and Eros.

Into the Light DVD AIDS pandemic in Tanzania
70 min

Invisible Chains DVD Florida Bishops speaking about human trafficking. 5 minutes long

Invisible Children Russell, et al DVD Story of the children of Northern Uganda, who live in fear of abduction by rebel soldiers.

IPJC: Building Community; Creating Change DVD IPJC's story; 11 minutes
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Iraqi Women Al-Ali DVD An Interview with Nadje Al-Ali about the underlying causes of today's violence against Iraqi women.

Journey of the Universe DVD The epic story of cosmic, Earth & Human Transformation
56 min

King Corn - You Are What You Eat Cheney and Ellis DVD Shows how - and why - whenever you eat a hamburger or drink a soda, you're really consuming … corn.

Leap Into the Future Beck, et al DVD Two disc pack includes a documentary and special features

Least of These: Family Detention in America DVD 62 min. A look at the Hutto Residential Center, a former medium-security prison that re-opened in 2006 
as a prototype family detention center.  It houses immigrants awaiting asylum hearings

Lives for Sale DVD Shows why immigrants are willing to risk everything - even virtual - slavery for the American Dream.

Long Night's Journey into Day Reid, Frances Video Four cases that come before South Africa's Truth & Reconciliation Committion.  A thought provoking 
portrait of a wounded society attempting to humanize itself by taking seriously the importance of heart 
and conscience.

Look Beneath the Surface DVD Informational video in English and Spanish on human trafficking and how to identify and assist victims.

Lost in Detention DVD A Frontline production.The story about the get-tough policies under President Obama have resulted in 
record levels of deportations and detentions.

Love, Positively DVD Follows the lives of four young adults living in Ugandan capital, Kampala, who were infected at birth; 
explores the challenges they face growing up with HIV and the courage they need to overcome it.

Made in L.A. DVD Follows remarkable story of three Latina immigrants working in LA sweatshops as they embark on a three-
year odyssey to win basic labor protections from trendy clothing retailer Forever 21.

Making a Killing
Guns, Greed and the NRA

Greenwald DVD Documentary film which tells the tories of tragic shootings thought the eyes of survivors and family 
members.  It connects thee deaths and injuries directly to the laws the NRA has lobbied for or against on 
behalf of the gun manufacturers.

Mary Magdalene Beckman DVD The latest offering in The Dancing Word series offers an inspiring encounter with Mary Magdalene, whom 
we come to know as one of Jesus' most courageous and intimate disciples.  Filmed in the Pacific 
Northwest, featuring Betsey Beckman, one of North America's finest liturgical dancers.  87 minutes.

No Grapes United Farm Workers Video Narrated by Mike Farrell

No Longer Bystanders: Creating Peace in Violent Tim Crosby, OFM DVD

Not for Sale Marcarelli DVD Based on the book on Human Trafficking by David Batstone.

Not My Life Bilheimer DVD A film about human trafficking and modern slavery.

Nourish DVD Nourish traces our
relationship to food from a global perspective to personal action steps;  illustrates how food
connects to such issues as biodiversity, climate change, public health, and social justice.26 min

Nuclear Tipping Point DVD A conversation with four men intimately involved in American diplomacy and national security over the 
last four decades.  A 35-minute and a 55-minute version are on DVD. Study guide in DVD case.

Nuclear Weapons and the Human Future; How You 
Can Make a Difference

DVD Part III, 25 minutes, gives a summary of the development and use of atomic weapons, the current nations 
possessing them, steps towards eliminating them from our arsenals and suggestions for organizing a 
nuclear free world.
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NWCWC 1997 cam 1 tape 1 4/19/97 Convocation Video Chittister's keynote

NWCWC 1997 cam 1 tape 2 4/19/97 Convocation Video General

NWCWC 1997 cam 1 tape 3 4/19/97 Convocation Video General

NWCWC 1997 cam 1 tape 4 4/19/97 Convocation Video Edwina's workshop

NWCWC 1997 cam 1 tape 5 4/19/97 Convocation Video Edwina's keynote

NWCWC 1997 Spirituality for the 21st Century: Clai Chittister, OSB Video NWCWC I April 18, 19, 1997

NWCWC 1997: Christian Spirituality: Communion in La Cugna Video NWCWC April 18/19, 1997

NWCWC 1997: NW Women Encountering Jesus: A P Gateley, Edwina Video NWCWC April 18/19, 1997

NWCWC 2001: Keeping the Flame of Justice Alive Hayes, Diana PhD Video Plenary Session, April 28, 2001 keynote speaker.

NWCWC 2001: Mothers, Midwives and Healers–Hea Gateley, Edwina Video Plenary Session

NWCWC 2001: Tending the Sacred Fire (first of two Convocation Video complete set of unedited video tapes from April 27-28, 2001.

NWCWC 2001: Tending the Sacred Fire (second of t Convocation Video complete set of unedited video tapes from April 27-28, 2001.

NWCWC 2001: The Fire of Our Longing: Spirituality Chin, Marie RSM Video Plenary Session.

NWCWC 2005: So Much is in Bud: How Could We Tir Johnson Video NWCWC III, April 22-23, 2005; Keynote speaker.

NWCWC: Convocation Dance Presentations Beckman, Betsy & Co. Video

Oldest Oppression DVD 30 min.
Suitable for teens and adults

One Night Count Squire; Benson DVD Documentary short of the One Night Count of King County's homeless on Jan 27, 2006.

Opening Session with Dr Shawn Copeland Copeland DVD A presentation from the Convention for the Common Good, July 11-13, 2008

Other Side of Immigration Germano DVD Interviews in rural Mexican towns asks why so many Mexicans come to the U.S. and what happens to the 
families and communities they leave behind.

Pennies a Day Yunus DVD Pennies a Day features the pioneering work of Muhammad Yunus who developed the concept of 
microcredit. Grade levels: 4-12. Running time: 13 minutes

Poisoned Waters Smith DVD A Frontline television show examining the polluted waters of Puget Sound and the Chesapeake Bay.

Posada McGregor DVD Portrays the journeys of three teenagers who left their homes in Central America for the US.

Poverty, Inc. DVD Subtitle: Fighting Poverty is Big Business, but who profits the most?

Pray the Devil Back to Hell Disney DVD 72 mins. The inspiring story of a group of ordinary women who came together—Muslim and Christian, 
rich and poor, urban and rural—to bring peace to their war-torn but beloved Liberia. The story of their 
historic but unsung achievement is gripping, suspenseful, terrifying and ultimately incredibly satisfying. 
Surprisingly touching and even funny!

Proclaim God's Favor…Our Time is Now Bergant, CSA DVD Keynote address by Dianne Bergant, CSA

Project on Equality:  and the Door will be Open Video
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Reality of Nuclear War; Are We At Risk? Caldicott, MD DVD A reading from the book "The New Nuclear Danger"

Right Relationships with the Church Kane, RSM DVD Theresa Kane speaking on Right Relations with the Church

Running Dry Thebaut DVD Documentary about water quality and quantity around the world.  Narrated by Jane Seymour. 81 min.

Seattle Urban Plunge IPJC Video Project for youth to become aquainted with the realities of city life

Sex Workers or Victims Ling Video Investigation of underage sex trade in New York, Dallas and Las Vegas. Part of the documentary series 
"Who Cares About Girls"

Silent Revolution: Sankalp & the Quarry Slaves DVD Follows a group of stone-breakers as they challenge the slaveholders, are burned out of their homes, 
imprisoned and finally win the right to run their own quarry. 18 min. Free study guide available.

Sin País (Without Country) Rigby DVD Sin País (Without Country) attempts to get beyond the partisan politics and mainstream media’s ‘talking 
point’ approach to immigration issues by exploring one family’s complex and emotional journey involving 
deportation.

Sister Thea: Her Own Story Oblate Media Video exerpt from the entire video tape

Slave Girls of India Ling Video Stories of girls forced into labor in India.  Part of the documentary series "Who Cares About Girls"

Slavery 101 DVD 12:20 Minute documentary on international slavery.  Good for middle and high school students.

Slavery: A Global Investigation Blewett, et al DVD Exploration of three industries where slaves are found: carpet industry in India, the cocoa industry in the 
Ivory Coast and domestic slavery in Britain and the US.

SOA: Guns and Greed Maryknoll World Producti Video Shows how School of the Americas graduates use their guns to protect corporations.

Soldiers of Conscience Weimberg, et al DVD Story of soldiers in the 2007 US Army who speak to their deepest moral concerns about killing in war.

Somalia:  A State of Need DVD After years of conflict and isolation, Somalia finds itself once more on the brink.  Much of the country is 
now under the control of the Union of Islamic Courts, but will Somalia's new actor bring security and 
development or set it on the path to regional conflict:

South of the Border DVD Oliver Stone travels across South American talking with presidents.
78 min

Spirit, the Spiral and the Future of Religious Life Goergen, OP DVD Lecture; subtitle: Running to Catch Up with the Spirit: Espiritu De Experanza

Spirituality of Migration Groody, CSC DVD A talk of the subject of migration

Sultan and the Saint DVD Tells the story of the fateful meeting of the Sultan of Egypt and Francis of Assisi and their efforts to 
overcome a century of war and distrust in a asearch for mutual respect and common ground.

Sweatshops on Fire and History Lesson Bullert, BJ PhD Video "Sweatshops" is an 8 min interview with Naomi Klein, author of No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies. 
"History," featuring Andrew Ross, is a 4 min visual essay on the mass media and globalization.

Tent City 4 Squre; Benson DVD Documentary short on Tent City 4.

They Killed Sister Dorothy DVD 94 minute documentary on Sr. Dorothy Stang and her murder in the Amazon rainforest.

Thirst Snitow & Kaufman DVD Stories of communities in Japan, Bolivia, India and the U.S. that are asking fundamental questions as 
water becomes the most valuable commodity of the 21st century.

This Changes Everything Lewis DVD This film presents seven prtraits of communities of the front lines of climate change
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This Other Haiti Korb Video Story of the organization of peasants in an effort of improvement

Thomas Berry, Dreamer of the Universe Wishman, Seymour Video The story of Thomas Berry, a provocative figure among the new breed of eco-theologians, a historian of 
cultures, an environmenal activist who has studied languages and cultures of India and China, writer, 
essayist, and perhaps author of the blueprint for 

Through the Eyes of the Poor Food for the Poor Video 1 copy

Too Hot Not to Handle DeLeo DVD HBO Documentary on Global Warming and it's effects in the US.  53 min

True Cost Morgan DVD Documentary film that pulls back the curtain on an unseen part of our workd and asks us each to consider 
who pays the price for our clothing.

Trust DVD A suburban family is torn apart when fourteen-year-old Annie meets her first boyfriend online.  After 
months of communicating via online chat and phone, Annie discovers her friend is not who he originally 
claimed to be. Rated R.

Turning Lobbying Upside Down Network Video Lobbying and advocating for the marginalized

Turtle World Hilligoss DVD A lone sea turtle travels through space, her breath creating a whole new atmosphere; this becomes filled 
with forests, rivers, mountains and enterprising monkeys … so enterprising that they are forced to learn 
sustainability the hard way.
9 min., animation, discussion guide

Universe Story Video Based on "Surprise Without End" from Without a Vision, the People Perish by Mary Judith Ress

Voice for Justice: An Investment in People General Board of Pension Video Socially Responsible Investment

Voices In Wartime DVD A view of war through interviews, poetry and histories from Ancient Babylonia to the 20th century.

Waging a Living DVD Profile of four Americans who work full-time but still can't make ends meet. 85 min.

Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price Greenwald DVD A look behind the glitz into the real lives of workers and their families, business owners and their 
communities, in an extraordinary journey that will challenge the way you think, feel and shop.

Water for Life DVD 18:20 min.
CRS & NCCW respond to the critical need for water projects in developing countries.

Water You Doing? DVD Water in the North West.

Water: Sacred and Profaned Cayote DVD Interviews with a variety of people sharing their experiences and insights about water.

Water: the Drop of Life DVD 8 min. video clip produced by the United Nations.

We Are All Immigrants DVD Features the compelling stories of generations of immigrants from 10 different countries who settled in 
Pittsburgh. They recount their challenges in coming to the city and also their contributions to the region.  
30 minutes

We Were Free: Stories from Modern-Day Slaves Haddock DVD This 13 min film is a great introduction to the reality of slavery, sex trafficking.

We'll Be There DVD Story of St. Vincent dePaul in Seattle
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What I Have Been Through is Not Who I Am DVD In this short documentary, we meet Katrina whose childhood as a good student in a middle class home 
abruptly ends when she is manipulated and sold for sex by a trafficker. A diverse set of experts from 
juvenile justice, law enforcement, advocates, and services providers speak about the traumatic effects of 
commercial sexual exploitation of children and share examples of how legislative reform measures and 
new approaches are helping shift our response from punitive to restorative. KatrIna challenges us to see 
survivors in terms of their humanity, value and potential -- not their past. Once we see exploited children 
in these terms, we realize our response to their trauma is in critical need of reform.
20 minutes

Where to Invade Next Moore DVD A comedy/documentary in which the directory confronts the most pressing issues facing America today 
and finds solutions in unlikely places.

Who is Dayani Cristal Silver DVD The story of Dayani Cristal, a young man who died while travelling north in hopes of immigrating to the US

Winged Migration Perrin DVD Academy Award nominee, five film crews follow bird migrations through 40 countries and each of the 7 
continents.

Woman at the Well Beckman DVD Betsey Beckman, liturgical dancer and J. Michael Sparough, SJ, retreat master, storyteller and author join 
to present an artistic re-telling of The Woman at the Well.

Women  War  Peace DVD  “Women, War and Peace” provides inspiring examples of women in embattled regions who have been 
able to overcome the odds and contribute to the safety and well-being of their communities. The authors 
tell the personal stories of women involved in these efforts.

Women of the Millennium Cedillo, Marlene-Elizabet Video 12 5-minute video segments recounting womens' stories.

Work That Reconnects Macy DVD A two-disc set of oral teachings and experiential methods of the Work that Reconnects.

Working from Poverty to Promise Bread for the World Video A nine minute presentation on the issue of poverty

Wrath of Grapes United Farm Workers Video

WTO: In Whose Hands Women's Division Genera Video Issues related to the World Trade Organization

www.lasustainability.org DVD

Yesterday DVD Movie about a South African mother's life balancing a husband who lives far away, little money, and her 
child, when her life is threatened by AIDS. 95 min.
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